
L.I. to write a Haiku

What is 
a haiku?

Butterflies in flight
Brilliant rainbow colours 

ripple past the pond



• Haiku is a form of poetry which 
originated in Japan

• Most haiku are about nature or natural 
things

• A haiku represents a single idea or feeling

What subjects could a haiku be written about?



Over the mountain
Bright the full white moon now smiles
on the flower-thief.

Moon Haiku



Like a bulging eye
the moon seemed to stare at me
in this creepy night.

Moon Haiku



A gentle moon shines 
upon a very dark earth 
sharing its sweet light.

Moon Haiku



Move on mighty clouds
there's the goddess of the night
let her brightness beam

Moon Haiku



Over the mountain
Bright the full white moon now smiles
on the flower-thief.

A gentle moon shines 
upon a very dark earth 
sharing its sweet light.

Like a bulging eye
the moon seemed to stare at me
in this creepy night.

Move on mighty clouds
there's the goddess of the night
let her brightness beam



Develop ideas for a haiku theme

A haiku represents a single idea or feeling

Think about the moon haiku from last 
lesson – what ideas or feelings did these 
show?



Full Moon

Moon

Makes night light

Shows a crime that is usually hidden



Lockdown

Choose ONE idea about ‘Lockdown’ for your 
haiku
Draw a flowchart for your idea
Then write down some fantastic words that 
you could use in your haiku



Understand the structure of haiku

• Haiku poems have a fixed structure

• There are rules which you must 
remember and follow!

• Sometimes you will see haiku that 
don’t follow the rules – usually these 
have been translated directly from 
Japanese



Butterflies in flight
Brilliant rainbow colours 

ripple past the pond

Butterflies in flight

Brilliant rainbow colours

ripple past the pond



Copy the Haiku below. Leave a line in 
between each line of the haiku. Draw a dot 
above each syllable.

The green leaves are gone

missing all the memories

Autumn please don't come

Leave a 
line so 
you can 
fit the 
dots in

Understand the structure of haiku



• Haiku poems have three lines

• They contain 17 syllables (“beats”) :
- 5 in the first line
- 7 in the second line
- 5 in the last line

• They do not usually rhyme



Tips for writing lines in haiku poems!

• Start by writing a good sentence or two –
don’t worry about syllables yet

An elephant has a long trunk like a snake, which 
it uses to drink water from a river.

Remember your ideas are about life in 
‘Lockdown’



• Split your idea into three parts (for three lines)

An elephant has a long trunk 
like a snake 
which it uses to drink water from a river.

An elephant has a long trunk like a snake, which 
it uses to drink water from a river.



An elephant has a long trunk 
like a snake 
which it uses to drink water from a river.

• Deleting, change or add words to get the right 
number of syllables for each line

Elephant’s long trunk
a weaving snake reaching down
sucking up water



Understand the structure of haiku

Write a haiku based on ‘Lockdown’.
Use the ideas you developed, and 
remember to check the number of 
syllables in each line.

5
7
5 

Write a complete haiku, following the rules.


